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Greer knit or crocheted in Lacey™ | color info 
Skill level: Intermediate
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Abbreviations & Terms

 

 

Worked with either a crochet hook or a pair of knitting needles, Greer is a stylish ruffled scarf you can finish
quickly.
 

PDF Pattern Instructions
(If you can’t open this PDF file you need Adobe Acrobat Reader. Get it here.)

 

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
Approx. 50” long and 7” wide

MATERIALS
1 Hank BERROCO LACEY (100g), #2305 Toast
NOTE: There is enough yarn in one hank to make 2 scarves.
Crochet hook, size 6-G US (4 mm) OR
Knitting needles, size 7 US (4.5 mm)
Sewing needle and matching thread
NOTE: When inserting hook or needle into yarn, use larger loops along top edge (see below)
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Scarf is made by attaching a ruffled border to a flat piece of yarn (see diagram below):

CENTER PORTION (for both versions)

Cut a piece of yarn 156” in length. Fold this piece to form two layers, with ends overlapping 2” at the center
of top layer. To create a tidy edge on the top overlapping end, fold first 1” of yarn underneath itself (see
diagram below):

RUFFLED BORDER

CROCHET VERSION:
Starting at overlapping section of center portion, insert hook through a large loop at top edge, making sure to
insert hook through all layers of center portion. Prepare to join new yarn by rolling first 1” of new yarn, then
insert hook through all rolled layers. Pull these loops through the loops from center portion.

*Stitch A: Working from right to left, insert hook through next available large loop at edge of all layers of
center portion and pull this through loop on hook.

Stitch B: Skip next available large loop on new yarn and insert hook through 2nd available large loop, then
pull this through loops on hook.
Rep from * until the short end of center portion is reached, ending with Stitch B.
For short end, repeat Stitches A and B five times along edge, working Stitch A into both layers of center
portion, even though large loops are not available.
After completing short end, begin working Stitches A and B as before until opposite short end is reached, then
work as for first short end.

Continue working Stitches A and B as before until no large loops remain on center portion, ending with Stitch
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A. Cut yarn leaving 1” extra, then roll last 1” of yarn and insert hook through all rolled layers. Pull these loops
through the loops on hook. Secure last loops with sewing needle and thread.

KNIT VERSION:
Starting at overlapping section of center portion, insert needle through a large loop at top edge, making sure
to put needle through all layers of center portion.
Prepare to join new yarn by rolling first 1” of new yarn, then insert needle through all rolled layers. With 2nd
needle, pull the loops from center portion over the newest loops and off the needle.

*Stitch A: Working from right to left, insert needle through next available large loop at edge of all layers of
center portion and use 2nd needle to pull the older loop over the newloops and off the needle.

Stitch B: Skip next available large loop on new yarn and insert needle through 2nd available large loop, then
use 2nd needle to pull the older loops over the new loop and off the needle.
Rep from * until the short end of center portion is reached, ending with Stitch B.

For short end, repeat Stitches A and B five times along edge, working Stitch A into both layers of center
portion, even though large loops are not available.

After completing short end, begin working Stitches A and B as before until opposite short end is reached, then
work as for first short end.

Continue working Stitches A and B as before until no large loops remain on center portion, ending with Stitch
A. Cut yarn leaving 1” extra, then roll last 1” of yarn and insert needle through all rolled layers. With 2nd
needle, pull loops from center portion over the newest loops and off the needle. Secure last loops with sewing
needle and thread.
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